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. , Btlchbel$\cdot$ gc\iota $\cdot$
7) (|1]) – .
Buchberger , ,
([3]).




920 1995 31-37 31
4.2 Diophantine
[3] , FP-G $\mathrm{B}$ .
, (Diophantine ) DA-GB
. \mu , \mu DA-GB $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{A}- \mathrm{G}\mathrm{B}_{\mu}$ . .
[ Bracket ] , [ , ] Bracket .
$a$ $[a, 0]$ , $a$ $[p_{\mu}/q_{\mu}, 1/q^{\frac{9}{},l},]$
. , $p_{\mu}/q_{\mu}$ $a$ \mu ([6]). Buchberger
( ) . , Bracket $(\mathrm{B}\mathrm{C})$
( ) . BC
FP-GB .
$[A, \alpha]+[B, \beta]=[A+B, \alpha+\beta]$
$[A, \alpha]-[B, \beta]=[A-B, \alpha+\beta]$
$[A, \alpha]\mathrm{x}[B, \beta]=[AB, |A|\beta+|B|\alpha+\alpha\beta]$
[Bracket Bracket $[C, \gamma]$ ,
$[C, \gamma]=0\Leftrightarrow|C|\leq\gamma$
.
, $|C|\leq\gamma$ , , .
– ,
. .
1 (Diophantine )F .
$\mu$ , $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{A}- \mathrm{G}\mathrm{B}_{\mu}$ $F$ $G_{\mu}$ . , $\{G_{\mu}\}_{\mu}$ $F$
$G$ .
, $\mu$ ( $0$ ) –






. Maple VRelease 3(|2]) on $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}9000/735$
. .
1 . $F=\{\sqrt{2}ex^{3}y+\sqrt{3}xy+\sqrt{7}/e, \sqrt{3}/ex^{2}y^{2}-\sqrt{7}xy+e/\sqrt{11}\}$ .
2 . $F=\{\sqrt{2}e/\pi X^{3}y+(\sqrt{3}+\pi)xy+\sqrt{7}/(e-\pi), (1-e\sqrt{3})/ex^{2}y^{2}-(\sqrt{7}-e)xy+e/\sqrt{11}\}$ .
[3] . 1 $\mathrm{e}$ , 2 $\mathrm{e},$ $\pi$
. $x>y$ (tdeg) . 4
$-$ . 2 .
1, 2 . , 2
3 .
. , , Maple gbasis ,
Buchberger ( ) Maple
.. $\{G_{\mu}\}_{\mathrm{J}}\leq’ r\leq 10$ 1 10 Diophantine .
10 .
.stop $0$ Bracket $0$ .
( Diophantine ) $0$ Bracket $0$
. , Diophantine ,
$[1,$ $\frac{1}{2}]^{2}=[1,$ $\frac{5}{4}]$
, $0$ .
. 2 , (268306 ”object
too large” ).
Diophantine
. , . ,
.
4.4
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1 1 Diophantine
10 ( 4050 )
{-3.076 $101960x^{2}$ – 07504363785 $y^{2}$ – 3703099133, $-13.44535658xy$ –1.666373738 $y^{2}$ +4.375492414,
$-3.2339\iota 5437x$ –.3950725311 $y^{3}$ –1156215932 $y$ }
$\mu=6$ 10 –
$\mu$ $G_{\mu}$ ( $10$ )
$0$ cpu time
$(\sec)$




(268306 ” object too large” )
$\mu=5$ 10 –
$\mu$ $G_{\mu}$ ( $10$ )
$0$ cpu $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}$ rne
$(\sec)$
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3 2
$\mu=1$ $f$] $0$
$\mu=5$ 10 –
$\mu$
$G_{\mu}$
$0$ cpu time
$(\sec)$
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